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meywalk 2000 

• Moves up and down during gait, allowing for a more normal heel strike, toe off and mid 
phase during gait 

• Spring assist system to aide the user to “swing through” during gait 
• No more lifting to stand …. .the Meywalk has a “lever lift” system.  The user transfers in 

at their wheelchair seat height and is brought into standing by pushing down on the lift bar 

Wide range of accessories…. 

Midline leg separator 

Hip pads 

No Roll Back Brakes 

Drag Brakes 

Anti tippers (req’d with no back 
and drag brake options) 

Other available options:  castor swivel locks, height lowering kits 
 

Finally… a Gait Trainer with Dynamic Movement to promote normal gait motion! 
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The Meywalk moves up and down with each step, 
allowing the user to come down into a heel strike 
and toe off.  As the user steps forward, the spring 
assists with the swing through phase of gait 

Dynamic Gait Movement 

Ease in Transfers!!! 

To lower the seat and allow for  transfer, first lock the unit, lower the tail 
gate and open the ring.  Press the two silver buttons on the front of the 
walker and raise the lift bar which lowers the sit bar.  After the user  trans-
fers,  close the ring and tail gate, and push down on the lift bar.  
The lever lift bar easily lifts the user into standing!  

Bar Up 

Seat Down 

Sizing 
 
Ring Height 
Seat Height 
Max users weight 

Medium 
 
33-40 “ 
21-29” 
220 lb 
 

Large 
 
41-51” 
27-37” 
220 lb 

meywalk 2000 

Width of trunk 
req’d when 
ordering 


